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The Educational Times, and Journal of
the College of Preceptors
An equal parts haunting and hilarious deep-dive
review of history’s most notorious and cold-blooded
serial killers, from the creators of the award-winning
Last Podcast on the Left Since its first show in 2010,
The Last Podcast on the Left has barreled headlong
into all things horror, as hosts Henry Zebrowski, Ben
Kissel, and Marcus Parks cover subjects spanning
Jeffrey Dahmer, werewolves, Jonestown, and
supernatural phenomena. Deeply researched but with
a morbidly humorous bent, the podcast has earned a
dedicated and aptly cultlike following for its unique
take on all things macabre. In their first book, the
guys take a deep dive into history’s most infamous
serial killers, from Ted Bundy to John Wayne Gacy,
exploring their origin stories, haunting habits, and
perverse predilections. Featuring newly developed
content alongside updated fan favorites, each profile
is an exhaustive examination of the darker side of
human existence. With appropriately creepy fourcolor illustrations throughout and a gift-worthy paper
over board format, The Last Book on the Left will
satisfy the bloodlust of readers everywhere.

A History of the People of the United
States
Current Opinion
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Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
Doug Pratt's Dvd-Video Guide
Cibola Burn
TV Guide
Current Literature
1850
This newly updated second edition features wideranging, systematically organized scholarship in a
concise introduction to ancient Greek drama, which
flourished from the sixth to third century BC. Covers
all three genres of ancient Greek drama – tragedy,
comedy, and satyr-drama Surveys the extant work of
Aeschylus, Sophokles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and
Menander, and includes entries on ‘lost’ playwrights
Examines contextual issues such as the origins of
dramatic art forms; the conventions of the festivals
and the theater; drama’s relationship with the
worship of Dionysos; political dimensions of drama;
and how to read and watch Greek drama Includes
single-page synopses of every surviving ancient
Greek play
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The Children's Hospital Guide To Your
Child's Health And Development
Study Guide to Darkness at Noon and
The Age of Longing by Arthur Koestler
Guide to Dance Periodicals
out of print. replaced by Doug Pratt's DVD

A Guide to Ancient Greek Drama
The Source of Wolfram's Willehalm
The Athenæum
Discover
The Last Book on the Left
The Publishers' Circular and Booksellers'
Record of British and Foreign Literature
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The Education Outlook
LexisNexis Practice Guide: Florida
Business Torts
The Sanford Guide to Antimicrobial
Therapy
The Athenaeum
Education Outlook
International Index
Based on the research and clinical experience of
America's leading children's hospital, this reference
work, several years in the making, is the most
complete and authoritative guide to child health and
development ever published. Three essential parts
form this unique work: a detailed account of all
aspects of normal development from birth through
the school years, a carefully designed emergency
section, and a comprehensive guide to every common
illness or condition that affects children.For the first
time, a single work offers parents all the medical,
psychological, and practical information they need to
raise healthy children from birth through elementary
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school. Packed full of information on symptoms,
causes, diagnosis, treatment, and prevention, vital,
up-to-date advice for choosing medical care and
insurance, and finding good childcare, the Children's
Hospital Guide includes the charts of normal
development at all ages, and a comprehensive
resource section.

Historical Documents Relating to New
Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya and Approaches
Thereto, to 1773
International Guide to Medieval Studies
California law review
Bret Harte, a Reference Guide
Students of folklore and storytellers will find this new
guide useful. Ashliman has followed the AarneThompson classification system fairly closely in his
geographical classification and his tale type headings.
. . . Ashliman's main aim is to `help readers find
reliable texts of any given folktale, not only in its bestknown version, but also in less familiar variants.'
There are cross-references from one tale type to
another, a complete listing of Grimm's 200 tales with
type classifications as an appendix, and an index of
best-known titles and key words from typical plots.
Choice A Guide to Folktales in the English Language is
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designed to assist both the folklore specialist and the
general reader in locating the texts of folktales
published in collections. Author D.L.Ashliman follows
the widely accepted type classification established by
folklorists Annti Aarne and Stith Thompson and last
revised in 1961, organizing more than 5,000 stories
and episodes under some 1,000 basic plots. Each plot
is presented in capsule form, followed by the titles
and essential bibliographic data of published variants.
The result is a comprehensive overview of all major
European folktales that will be invaluable for students
of folklore, literature, and popular culture.

The Dial
Bipolar disorder is a lifelong challenge--but it doesn't
have to rule your life. Find the science-based
information you need in the revised third edition of
this indispensable guide. Trusted authority Dr. David
J. Miklowitz shares proven strategies for managing
your illness or supporting a loved one with the
disorder. Learn specific steps to cope with mood
episodes, reduce recurrences, avoid misdiagnosis, get
the most out of treatment, resolve family conflicts,
and make lifestyle changes to stay well. Updated
throughout, the third edition has a new chapter on
kids and teens; the latest facts on medications and
therapy, including important advances in personalized
care; and expanded coverage of the bipolar II
subtype. It features boxes on complementary and
alternative treatments and provides downloadable
practical tools.
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Publishers' Circular and Booksellers'
Record
Teachers' Guide to International Sunday
School Lessons for [Jan.-Dec.] 1913
Resources in Education
United States Code Service, Lawyers
Edition
The fourth book in the NYT bestselling Expanse series,
Cibola Burn sees the crew of the Rocinante on a new
frontier, as the rush to colonize the new planets
threatens to outrun law and order and give way to
war and chaos. Now a Prime Original series. Hugo
Award Winner for Best Series Enter a new frontier.
"An empty apartment, a missing family, that's creepy.
But this is like finding a military base with no one on
it. Fighters and tanks idling on the runway with no
drivers. This is bad juju. Something wrong happened
here. What you should do is tell everyone to leave."
The gates have opened the way to a thousand new
worlds and the rush to colonize has begun. Settlers
looking for a new life stream out from humanity's
home planets. Ilus, the first human colony on this vast
new frontier, is being born in blood and fire.
Independent settlers stand against the overwhelming
power of a corporate colony ship with only their
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determination, courage, and the skills learned in the
long wars of home. Innocent scientists are
slaughtered as they try to survey a new and alien
world. The struggle on Ilus threatens to spread all the
way back to Earth. James Holden and the crew of his
one small ship are sent to make peace in the midst of
war and sense in the midst of chaos. But the more he
looks at it, the more Holden thinks the mission was
meant to fail. And the whispers of a dead man remind
him that the great galactic civilization that once stood
on this land is gone. And that something killed it. The
ExpanseLeviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's
GateCibola BurnNemesis GamesBabylon's
AshesPersepolis RisingTiamat's Wrath The Expanse
Short Fiction The Butcher of Anderson StationGods of
RiskThe ChurnThe Vital AbyssStrange Dogs

The New York Times Guide to the Best
Children's Videos
The Scottish Review
Experience the new standard in practice guides. The
LexisNexis Practice Guide: Florida Business Torts
gives you step-by-step guidance on how to litigate
business torts cases in Florida. The task-based format
provides practice tips created by expert Florida
practitioners and judges, including strategic points,
warnings, judicial notes, and traps, on topics ranging
from identifying actionable unfair trade practices to
selecting remedies for fraud claims to defending
against cybersquatting. Other features include
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checklists, core cases for important points of law, and
extensive forms, including sample complaints. This
Practice Guide is integrated with the LexisNexis Total
Research System to provide easy access to relevant
online resources, including public records, LexisNexis
Practice Guide series for Florida, Matthew Bender
analytical materials, Florida and national news
sources, and more.

The Classical Review
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth
explanation, essay, and test prep for selected works
by Arthur Koestler, one of the twentieth century's
greatest political writers. Titles in this study guide
include Darkness at Noon and The Age of Longing. As
an influential voice of anti-Soviet literature, Koestler
demonstrates that ethical imperatives cannot be overanalyzed or rationalized by science. Moreover,
Koestler’s work exhibits perversions of the mind and a
classic view into the Communist ideology. This Bright
Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of
Koestler’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly
explore the reasons they have stood the literary test
of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character
Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter
Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright
Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of
more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring
characters, critical commentary, historical
background, plots, and themes. This set of study
guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their
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understanding by including essay questions and
answers as well as topics for further research.

Michigan Law Review
These vols. contain the same material as the early
vols. of Social sciences & humanities index.

The Bipolar Disorder Survival Guide,
Third Edition
Lists more than one thousand of the best children's
videos by category, as compiled by child development
specialists, and includes information on children's
television, video, and CD-ROM products

A Guide to Folktales in the English
Language
The Sanford Guide to Antimicrobial
Therapy 2004
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